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SUMMARY
Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are well-recognized to ease programming and improve robustness for
a specific domain, by providing high-level domain-specific notations and verifications of domain-specific
properties. The compiler of a DSL, however, is often difficult to develop and maintain, due to the need to
define a specific treatment for a large and potentially increasing number of language constructs.
To address this issue, we propose an approach for specifying a DSL compiler and verifier using control-flow
sensitive concrete-syntax based matching rules. These rules either collect information about the source code
to carry out verifications or perform transformations to carry out compilation. Because rules only mention
the relevant constructs, using their concrete syntax, and hide the complexity of control-flow graph traversal,
it is easy to understand the purpose of each rule. Furthermore, new compilation steps can be added using
only a small number of lines of code. We explore this approach in the context of the z2z DSL for network
gateway development, and show that the core of its compiler and verifier can be implemented in this manner.
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) expose concepts that are focused on a specific domain, via
specialized syntax, thus providing many opportunities for improving developer productivity and
empowering domain experts [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Designing and implementing such a language, however,
raises practical challenges. Two main currents have emerged for these tasks: external DSLs and
internal DSLs [6]. An external DSL is implemented using a standard compiler toolchain, consisting
of a parser, verifier and code generator that are dedicated to the given DSL syntax. This approach
provides maximum flexibility in the language design, because compilation tools can be specifically
targeted towards the desired language features. However, this approach requires a high degree of
compiler development expertise. An alternative is provided by an internal DSL, also known as
an embedded DSL, where the language is implemented as a library, in terms of new operators
and abstract data types, for some existing general-purpose host language. Common host languages
include Haskell, Scala, and Ruby, which provide, to varying degrees, flexible syntax, advanced
type systems and reasonable performance that can support a variety of syntaxes and verifications,
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without the need to directly implement a parser, verifier, or code generator [7, 8, 9, 10]. Internal
DSLs, however, are limited to the kinds of syntax, verifications, and optimizations provided by the
host language, and all implementation strategies target the requirements of the host language, not of
the DSL itself.
In this paper, we present a case study on DSL design and implementation in the context
of the z2z DSL for network gateway development [4]. A gateway is the part of a network
infrastructure that serves to translate messages between hosts that implement different network
protocols. The environments in which we live are becoming more and more networked, and there
is a corresponding explosion in network protocol designs, making the development of gateways
increasingly necessary. Gateway code must perform complex message processing operations, taking
into account nonfunctional variations between protocols, such as the choice of the underlying
transport layer and the choice between synchronous and asynchronous messaging. Furthermore,
to reduce costs, a gateway is typically implemented as an embedded system, for which careful
coding is required to maximize performance and minimize resource usage. These issues complicate
gateway development and imply that both efficiency and correctness are critical.
The z2z DSL is a C-like language that provides abstractions dedicated to the gateway domain,
including protocol features, message structures, and the message translation logic. This language
is complemented by a highly optimized runtime system, which manages the network interaction.
The z2z DSL was originally designed and implemented as an external DSL following the source
to source transformation pattern surveyed in [11]. For simplicity needs, in the remainder of this
section we use the term “compilation” although the DSL generation engine does not produce any
object code. Instead, the engine generates C code that can then be compiled into executable code
using a standard optimizing compiler. This strategy provides good performance and low memory
usage. The z2z compiler furthermore performs a number of verifications to ensure robustness. The
z2z DSL has been used to implement a number of complex gateways, including a gateway to allow
SIP† control of a RTSP‡ camera, a service discovery gateway between SLP§ and UPnP,¶ and a
gateway to allow tunnelling SMTPk traffic over HTTP∗∗ [4]. We are also aware of some exploratory
industrial usage of the language. A full description of the syntax and semantics of the z2z language
can be found in a previously published thesis [12].
Our experience in designing and implementing z2z, as well as several other DSLs for systems
programming tasks that require ad-hoc fine-grained verification and aggressive optimization [13,
14, 15, 16], has shown that the initial design of an external DSL and the implementation of its
compiler can be done very quickly if developers are familiar with programming language concepts
and compiler construction techniques. However, as in previous work [17], we have also found
that a new DSL must frequently evolve, as new requirements, and even new application areas,
become apparent. For example, in the development of the HTTP to SMTP gateway, we found
that it was necessary for the message translation logic to explicitly manipulate TCP connections, a
functionality that was not anticipated in the initial z2z design. Extending the z2z DSL to provide this
functionality entailed the addition of new primitives, accompanied by the corresponding addition of
new verifications. These changes to the z2z DSL required a pervasive transformation of its compiler.
To support this kind of language evolution, the compiler design must make it possible to prototype
code generation and verification rules for new language features quickly, while keeping the language
implementation understandable for later updates. If this flexibility cannot be provided, language
developers and users are likely to abandon the DSL and revert to a general-purpose-language based
solution.
The difficulties in implementing and maintaining the z2z compiler can essentially be attributed
to the gaps, both syntactic and semantic, between the source language (z2z), the compiler
† Session

Initiation Protocol, for multimedia sessions
Time Streaming Protocol, for control of streaming medias servers
§ Service Location Protocol, for service discovery
¶ Universal Plug and Play, for device-to-device networking
k Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, for sending e-mails to servers
∗∗ HyperText Transfer Protocol, for interacting with web servers
‡ Real
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implementation language (OCaml) and the target language (C). When a developer of the z2z
language finds a problem in the generated code, he must track down the portion of compiler code
that produces the defect and fix it. To do so, he must first correlate the generated C code with z2z
code to determine which part of the z2z specification has been erroneously translated, and then go
through the internals of the compiler’s OCaml code to fix the implementation. Whether such a fix
involves modifying the verifications performed by the compiler or improving the transformations
carried out during the code generation process, it can entail significant side-effects to the compiler
design and may thus require reimplementing large portions of the compiler.
These difficulties in maintaining the z2z compiler suggest that an internal DSL design and
implementation approach may be more suitable in the long term. This requires the choice of a host
language. The z2z user community is used to programming in C-like languages, and z2z critically
relies on the performance that can only be achieved by a native C implementation. C, however, is not
a natural target for defining internal DSLs, as it does not provide a rich type system or other DSL
support features. Rather than relying on the C language to provide domain-specific features and
enforce domain-specific properties, we propose an alternate approach to internal DSL development
based on the use of externally developed transformation and verification rules. For this we use
Coccinelle, a program matching and transformation tool for C code [18], to replace the compilation
of z2z code to C. Coccinelle specifications are written using a syntax and following a structure very
similar to that of the target C program itself, thus freeing the language developer from manipulating
complex intermediate representations such as abstract syntax trees and control-flow graphs. Rules
are furthermore modular, being specific to the affected constructs, making them simpler than a
typical compiler pass. A thorough documentation on Coccinelle can be found on the project web
page: http://coccinelle.lip6.fr.
The results of our work are: Bissyande ◮Reviewer 2 wants this part to be less abstract so as
to see the real connection with the contents of the paper ◭

• We propose an approach to DSL compiler development that reduces the complexity
of designing and maintaining the DSL compiler by expressing the verifications and
transformations using a notation that is syntactically close to that of the generated code.
Bissyande ◮To this end we discuss our practical experience in implementing an external
DSL and migrating it to an internal DSL. We thus motivate the need for migration and
enumerate the benefits of the new approach against the former.◭
• We describe how to use the Coccinelle program matching and transformation engine to
perform the verification and code generation steps of an embedded compiler. Bissyande
◮This paper explores in details the implementation steps that were performed and the
transformation rules that were written as part of compiler of the embedded DSL.◭
• We show the applicability of our approach by using it to implement an embedded compiler
for the most complex and performance-demanding part of the z2z DSL, the translation of
messages. The resulting compiler is about one third the size of the original compiler, which
was implemented in OCaml.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the z2z DSL and highlights the
verification and code generation steps that are performed by its compiler. Section 3 describes the
changes required to the syntax of the z2z DSL to embed it into C. Section 4 presents Coccinelle
and outlines our approach to internal DSL development. Section 5 assesses the efficiency of our
approach and Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes and presents future
work.

2. A NETWORK PROTOCOL GATEWAY DSL
Bissyande ◮Reviewer 2 seem to think that MTL is simply a sub-language of z2z and that z2z is
not relevant. We need to express that MTL is central and the most part of z2z◭
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1 slp response SrvReq (slp request s) {
2
ssdp response res ssdp;
3
http request
req http;
4
http response res http;
5
// send a SSDP SEARCH request and receive a SSDP response
6
res ssdp = send(Search(mx= 3, st="upnp:rootdevice"));
7
// send a HTTP GET request and receive a HTTP response
8
http set host(res ssdp.location ip,res ssdp.location port);
9
req http = Get(path = res ssdp.location path, ip = res ssdp.location ip);
10
req http.port = res ssdp.location port;
11
res http = send(req http);
12
return srvReply(url=res http.URLBase);
13 }

Figure 1. SLP to UPnP gateway (MTL specification extract)

The z2z DSL provides facilities for defining a gateway in terms of modules that describe network
protocol behaviors, message structures, and the message translation logic, building on an optimized
run-time system. A protocol specification module describes various properties of the interaction
with the network, such as the transport protocol used, whether requests are sent in unicast or
multicast, and whether responses are received synchronously or asynchronously. It also specifies
how to dispatch a received request to a specific handler for processing. A message specification
module defines message views that describe the information that can be extracted from incoming
messages and templates that describe the structure of new messages to be created. Both message
views and templates are represented as a set of fields. Finally, the message translation module
describes how to translate between the various types of messages, taking into account protocol
properties. Bissyande ◮This module is the core of z2z, its largest and most complex part, and its
most performance-demanding part. We thus focus on the message translation module, although
its compilation depends on information from other modules.◭ We focus on the message translation

module, which is the most complex and performance-demanding part of z2z. The compilation of
this module, however, depends on information from the other modules.
The Message Translation Module is specified using a dedicated C-like sublanguage of the z2z
DSL, MTL (Message Translation Language). Bissyande ◮For simplicity reasons, and unless
otherwise indicated, in the remaining sections, when we discuss the z2z DSL we mainly refer to
MTL.◭ MTL code consists of a set of handlers, one for each kind of relevant incoming request, as

indicated by the protocol specification module of the source protocol. Domain-specific operators are
provided for manipulating and constructing messages, for sending requests and returning responses,
and for managing sessions, which maintain state across requests. Figure 1 illustrates an extract of
the message translation module of an SLP to UPnP gateway. More details about MTL and the rest
of the z2z DSL are presented in previous work [4].
The compiler of the z2z DSL is implemented in OCaml, and follows a traditional structure [19],
consisting of a parser, which converts the source code to an abstract syntax tree (AST), followed
by various compilation phases that analyze and transform the AST, and concludes with a codegeneration phase, producing C code. This compiler performs some domain-specific verifications
to detect inconsistent specifications and ensure the generation of safe code. We now describe the
verification and code generation steps that are performed by the compiler.
2.1. Verifications
The verification phase 1) performs consistency checks to ensure that the information declared in
each module is used elsewhere according to its declaration, and 2) applies dataflow analysis to the
MTL code to ensure that values are well-defined when they are used.
Consistency checks The consistency checks ensure that the MTL code is consistent with the
protocol specification modules and the message specification modules. The protocol specification
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Prepared using speauth.cls
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module of the source protocol declares how to dispatch incoming requests to the appropriate
handlers and whether a response is expected from these handlers. The z2z compiler checks that
the message translation module defines a handler for each kind of expected request and that this
handler has the expected return type. A message specification module indicates the set of fields
associated with each message view and template, and their types. A message specification module
furthermore indicates which fields are automatically handled by the runtime system (fields declared
as private) and which must be managed by the message translation module (fields declared as
public). The z2z compiler checks that fields are only used in the allowed module and that every
access or update has the declared type.

Dataflow analysis The z2z compiler uses dataflow analysis to check the safety of MTL operations
on messages, to ensure that fields are initialized before they are accessed and to ensure that message
structures are fully initialized before they are transmitted on the network. The compiler also uses
dataflow analysis to ensure the correct use of operations related to the management of sessions and
TCP connections.
An MTL handler, as illustrated in Figure 1, is parameterized by a view of the corresponding
request (line 1), organized as defined in the message specification module. The information in this
view can be extracted using the standard structure field access notation. If the message specification
module indicates that a view element is optional, the z2z compiler checks that any reference to the
corresponding field is preceded by an empty test to determine whether its value is available before
it is used.
To create a message, an MTL handler invokes the name of the corresponding template (lines 6,
9, 12 in Figure 1), as defined in the message specification module, optionally passing to it some
keyword arguments indicating the values of some or all of the fields. The remaining fields may then
be incrementally initialized (line 10) until the created message is flushed to the network at the point
of a send or return operation (lines 6, 11, 12). Template fields may be declared in the message
specification module to be public or private, as aforementioned. The z2z compiler checks that
all public fields of a template are initialized before the template is passed to send or return.
Finally, the dataflow analysis also checks properties of sessions and of TCP connections. If the
protocol specification module for the source protocol of the gateway declares that this protocol
is session-based, then the MTL module may declare session variables. Such variables are defined
outside of any handler and keep their values across successive requests. The z2z compiler checks
that references to session variables do not occur outside session boundaries, as defined by the
session_start and session_end operations. Similarly, if the protocol specification module
for a target protocol of the gateway declares that the protocol relies on TCP, then the MTL module
may use some operations (tcp_connect, tcp_get_connection, etc.) to explicitly manage
the TCP connection. The z2z compiler performs various checks to detect erroneous uses of these
operations. For example, only tcp_connect can be used after a call to tcp_close along a
given control-flow path.
2.2. Code generation
The code generation phase produces C code from a MTL specification. For that purpose, it carries
out three main categories of transformations: 1) implementation of asynchronous message sends, 2)
implementation of the variables used by MTL, and 3) implementation of memory management.

The send operation. A request is sent from the gateway to the target service using the operator
send, as illustrated in lines 6 and 11 of Figure 1. If the target protocol specifies that responses are
returned asynchronously, then the gateway must be allowed to perform other tasks until the response
is available. So that the run-time system can restart the handler, the compiler generates code to pass
send a pointer to the remainder of the current handler, amounting to a continuation [4].
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Variables. Local variables that must be maintained across asynchronous sends are identified and
implemented as elements of an environment structure. Similarly, session variables, which must be
maintained across multiple handler invocations, are implemented in a global environment.
Dynamic memory management. When memory needs to be allocated dynamically, as in an
invocation of a template constructor for message creation, the z2z compiler generates code to
manage reference counts. These reference counts are used to ensure proper memory management,
without introducing the run-time overhead of a tracing garbage collector, as found in languages such
as Java.
2.3. An increasingly obsolete compiler
Bissyande ◮To address a concern of reviewer 2 we need to insist that maintenance of the
compiler is a very big concern. And maybe say that understanding of the language by users is
also a concern, even if in our case it was not an issue since both MTL and C-MTL have C-like
constructs?◭

Over the course of the development of z2z, the syntax of MTL, its semantics as well as the
internals of its compiler have all been refined several times. Changes have included fixing bugs in
the compiler and extending the language to support new features requested by users. As the compiler
has evolved, we have found that adding new features or modifying existing ones was requiring
an increasing amount of effort. For instance, when adding support for TCP-based networking, we
had to make changes pervasively throughout our manually written compiler; this had the effect of
introducing bugs that were tedious to find and fix. Indeed, out of the 26 OCaml implementation files
(.ml) that constitute the z2z compiler, 2 where added and 17 were modified, over the course of 2
days. 20 other edits in all the modified files were necessary to fix bugs in the implementation of the
TCP operators in the following two weeks. Thus, 80% of the compiler were impacted by this new
feature. In the long term, the maintenance that would be necessary to extend the language to address
domain changes (e.g., new protocol paradigms) and developer needs for complex applications could
become in practice impossible.
An approach that achieves part of the effect of language extension that is found in generalpurpose languages is to make it possible to link programs with externally developed libraries. For
instance, the use of encryption libraries is now commonplace for extending protocols to support
encrypted communication and secure identification. Nevertheless, the emphasis on verification and
safety in the z2z DSL design means that MTL code cannot simply directly call existing libraries.
An alternative would be to add these libraries to the run-time system, but doing so would require
substantial expertise in the design of the run-time system. An internal DSL-based approach, in
which verifications are targeted to the DSL code, while unverified host language code is supported
as well, potentially provides a way around this problem.
3. MTL AS A C INTERNAL LANGUAGE
To be implemented as an internal DSL in C, the syntax of MTL must first be reorganized such that
MTL code is recognizable as valid C code by the program transformation tool, Coccinelle [18], that
we use to complete the embedding into C. In the C language, syntax extensions are restricted to what
can be expressed using preprocessor macros, which are limited to single identifiers or a functioncall like notation; it is not possible to e.g., define infix operators, as permitted in languages such as
Haskell and Scala and as are frequently used in DSL implementations [11, 20, 21]. Fortunately, as
illustrated in Figure 1, the syntax of MTL is already quite close to that of C. We have found that
changes are only required to the syntax of message-variable declarations and foreach loops to
produce our C-MTL language.
Message-variable declarations. As illustrated in lines 1-4 of Figure 1, in MTL, declarations
related to messages have the form of a double type declaration, containing both an indication of
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1 response SrvReq (slp s) {
2
DECLARE RESPONSE(ssdp, res ssdp);
3
DECLARE REQUEST(http, req http);
4
DECLARE RESPONSE(http, res http);
5
// send a SSDP SEARCH request and receive a SSDP response
6
res ssdp = send(Search(mx= 3, st="upnp:rootdevice"));
7
// send a HTTP GET request and receive a HTTP response
8
http set host(res ssdp.location ip,res ssdp.location port);
9
req http = Get(path=res ssdp.location path, ip = res ssdp.location ip);
10
req http.port = res ssdp.location port;
11
res http = send(req http);
12
return srvReply(url=res http.URLBase);
13 }

Figure 2. The SLP to UPnP gateway of Figure 1 in C-MTL syntax

the protocol associated with the message and an indication of whether the message is a request or
response. For example, in the handler header (line 1), the return type indicates both the name of
the source protocol and whether a response is required (response or void), and the parameter
type indicates again the name of the source protocol and that the parameter represents a request.
Furthermore, the variable req_http on line 3 represents a HTTP request, while the variable res_ssdp
on line 2 represents a SSDP response.
C variable declarations include only one type, and thus these double type annotations found
in MTL code do not represent valid C syntax. To allow the MTL code to be accepted by a C
parser, we have to reorganize these declarations. For the handler header, the protocol name in the
return type and the keyword request in the declaration of the parameter are redundant, as the
same protocol is mentioned in both, and the parameter always represents a request message. In
these cases, we simply drop the redundant information, as illustrated in line 1 of Figure 2. Local
variables, on the other hand, can represent either requests or responses, and can be associated with
any protocol. For such variables, both the designation as request or response and the name
of the protocol are thus essential. In this case, we have followed a strategy used in Linux code,
and defined macros DECLARE_REQUEST and DECLARE_RESPONSE to declare these variables,
as illustrated on lines 2-4 of Figure 2. These macros take as arguments the name of the protocol and
the variable name, making it possible to preserve information about both the kind of message and
the associated protocol, for use in the verification and compilation process. MTL also allows the
declarations of variables representing simple messages, which are not oriented as either requests or
responses, and of lists of various types. For declaring such variables, C-MTL provides the macros
DECLARE_MESSAGE and DECLARE_LIST, defined similarly.
Foreach. MTL provides a foreach loop construct, in which the loop header declares a loop
index variable using a local declaration as in C++, and expresses the possible values of this variable
by assigning it to the list over which iteration is required. An example of such a loop is as follows,
taken from the z2z specification of a SIP to RTSP gateway developed in our previous work [4].
foreach (fragment rtsp_m_ = rtsp_medias) { ... }

foreach is not part of C, and thus it would normally be necessary to define such a construct as
a macro. Fortunately, we are targeting the C parser of Coccinelle, which recognizes foreach as
a loop construct, and which permits a variable declaration in the loop header. Coccinelle, however,
requires that the declaration end with a semicolon, as in an ordinary C statement, and thus C-MTL
requires this semicolon.
Note that although the C-MTL foreach essentially has the form of C code, it does not follow the
C semantics, in that rtsp_m_ is intended to be assigned to each of the elements of rtsp_medias,
rather than to the complete list itself. A similar use of C syntax, without the associated C semantics,
is illustrated in the use of keyword arguments in the instantiation of templates, as found on line
6 of Figure 2. There, the initializations are intended to be to the fields of the template, not to the
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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individual variables. Thus, although we use a C-based syntax for C-MTL, we reserve the right,
via the compiler, to assign to the various constructs a domain-specific semantics. The C-MTL user
should keep in mind the MTL semantics, and not that of C.

4. A COCCINELLE-BASED EMBEDDED COMPILER FOR C-MTL
Although the syntax of C-MTL is recognizable as C code, the domain-specific constructs, related
to the management of network protocol messages, have a z2z-specific semantics. Furthermore, it is
desirable to restrict the ordinary C code found in the C-MTL handlers, to protect the integrity of the
message processing. The C-MTL embedded compiler must implement the intended semantics and
enforce the intended properties. In this section, we show how these tasks can be carried out using
the program-transformation tool Coccinelle.
In the rest of this section, we first give an overview of Coccinelle, and then illustrate its use in
defining the main steps of the compilation process: 1) code reorganization, to simplify and highlight
some aspects of the code, 2) verification, and 3) code generation, as shown in Figure 3.

Reorganization

C-MTL
code

(to normalize and tag DSL code)

Verifications
(of domain-specific properties)

Generation

C
code

(of safe and optimized C code)

Figure 3. C-MTL compilation steps

4.1. Coccinelle overview
Coccinelle is a tool for performing control-flow based program searches and transformations in C
code [18]. It provides a language, SmPL (Semantic Patch Language), for specifying searches and
transformations and an engine for performing them. SmPL semantic patches are based on pattern
matching, but can contain OCaml or Python code, to be able to perform arbitrary computations.
Coccinelle allows code to be matched and transformed according to patterns that are very similar
to the affected code itself. This property makes the rules easy for the compiler maintainer to read.
Furthermore, each rule only mentions the specific kinds of code fragments that are relevant to the
associated compilation step. Thus, changes in the semantics of a construct of the DSL typically
have only a localized impact on the compiler structure. This property further eases the compiler
maintenance process.
We first present an overview of the SmPL syntax, via some simple semantic patches that perform
verifications and transformations required by the C-MTL compiler. A complete grammar of SmPL
is available on the Coccinelle web site (http://coccinelle.lip6.fr/).
Example 1: Restricting the use of C code. Figure 4 shows a semantic patch to prevent the use of
setjmp and longjmp in MTL handler code. The use of setjmp and longjmp in handler code
can interfere with the compiler’s ability to analyze the handler control-flow, and thus could impair
its ability to perform the necessary verifications of the message processing code. Furthermore, we
expect that these operators are not typically useful in translating network protocol messages. The
semantic patch consists of three rules: a SmPL rule named cmtl_handlers for collecting the names
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

@cmtl handlers@
identifier handler, proto;
declarer name DECLARE HANDLER;
@@
DECLARE HANDLER(proto, handler);
@hasjmps exists@
identifier cmtl handlers.handler;
position pos;
@@
handler (. . .) {
. . . when any
(
setjmp@pos (. . .)
|

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

9

longjmp@pos (. . .)
)
. . . when any
}
@script:ocaml@
h << cmtl handlers.handler;
p << hasjmps.pos;
@@
let p = List.hd p in
let f = p .file in
let l = p .line in
Printf.eprintf "%s:%d in %s:
error : setjmp/longjmp
forbidden\n" f l h

Figure 4. A semantic patch for reporting all uses of setjmp and longjmp in C-MTL handlers

of the relevant protocol handlers (lines 1-5), a SmPL rule named hasjmps matching calls to setjmp
or longjmp in the body of one of these handlers (lines 7-19), and an OCaml rule generating an
error message when such a call is found (lines 21-30).
As illustrated by the first rule cmtl_handlers (lines 1-5), a SmPL rule begins by declaring some
metavariables and then uses these metavariables to describe a pattern to be matched in the source
code. cmtl_handlers defines two metavariables (line 2): handler that will contain the name of
a handler and proto that will contain the name of its corresponding protocol. cmtl_handlers also
declares that DECLARE_HANDLER is a variable declarer name, as introduced in Section 3. The
pattern (line 5) then instantiates these metavariables according to the arguments of the various
DECLARE_HANDLER declarations. The DECLARE_HANDLER declarations are generated by a
separate compiler, described in Section 4.2 from the protocol specification module of the gateway’s
source protocol.
The second rule, hasjmps, declares two metavariables: handler and pos. The metavariable handler
is inherited from cmtl_handlers, implying that hasjmps is applied once for each possible binding
of handler. The metavariable pos is new in hasjmps, and will be used to store the position of each
call to setjmp or longjmp in the source code. The pattern, on lines 13-17, then matches either
a call to setjmp or a call to longjmp, as indicated by the use of a disjunction, represented by (,
|, and ) in the leftmost column. The calls to setjmp and longjmp can have arbitrary arguments,
as indicated by the pattern “...” in their argument lists. The pattern “...” is also used before and
after the calls to setjmp and longjmp to indicate an arbitrary sequence of statements. Finally,
the notation @pos records the position of the keyword setjmp or longjmp at each occurrence in
the position variable pos.
The final rule is an OCaml rule (lines 21-30). Such a rule also begins by defining some variables,
and then uses the variables in arbitrary OCaml code (lines 24-30). In this case, the OCaml rule
inherits the metavariable handler from the SmPL rule cmtl_handlers and the metavariable pos from
the SmPL rule hasjmps. Because hasjmps, which declares pos, inherits handler, the OCaml rule
is applied once for each observed pair of bindings of these variables; on the other hand, if the
metavariables had been defined disjointly, the OCaml rule would be applied once for each element
of the cross product of their values. After binding the metavariables, the OCaml code prints an error
message indicating the position at which the call to setjmp or longjmp occurs.
The rules are applied to the C-MTL code in sequence, with the first rule being applied to each
top-level term (variable declaration or function definition), then the second rule being applied once
to each top-level term for each assignment of its inherited metavariables, etc. There are no loops in
this process, and thus it is guaranteed to terminate.
Example 2: Transforming C-MTL code into C code. Figure 5 shows two semantic patch rules
related to injecting the MTL semantics of strings into C code. Unlike C strings, C-MTL strings can
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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be compared using == and !=, which compare their content rather than their pointers, and they are
represented as structures containing a reference count and the string value. The first rule (lines 1-11)
rewrites comparison expressions involving constant strings to use strcmp. The SmPL operator at the beginning of lines 6 and 9 instructs Coccinelle to remove the matched expressions, while the
SmPL operator + at the beginning of lines 7 and 10 instructs Coccinelle to add the corresponding
code to the generated program. The added code is constructed using the metavariable bindings
obtained by matching the removed code, as well as by matching any pattern that may be present
without -/+ annotations. This pattern should be embedded in the declaration of a handler, as was
done in the rule hasjmps in Figure 4, to ensure that the rule only applies to MTL code. We omit this
detail to simplify the presentation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

@@
constant char [ ] C;
expression E;
@@
(
− E == C
+ strcmp(E, C) == 0
|
− E != C

+ strcmp(E, C) != 0
)

12 @@
13 constant char [ ] C; identifier handler;
14 fresh identifier str = "_mtl_string_";
15 @@
16 ++static struct string str = { −1, C };
17 handler(. . .) {
18 <+. . .
19 − C
20 + str.val
21 . . .+>
22 }

Figure 5. A semantic patch implementing the z2z semantics of string constants

The second rule (lines 12-22) replaces each constant string by a static structure containing the
required reference-count information. For this, the rule matches each handler, and each of the
constant strings C inside it, as indicated by the nest operator <+... ...+> (lines 18-21). For
each constant string, we need to construct a corresponding structure before the beginning of the
handler, and give this structure a unique name. Thus, a fresh identifier str is declared for each
constant string C , based on the prefix _mtl_string_ (line 14), and a corresponding declaration of
a structure, named str, is added before the definition of the handler. The annotation ++ (line 16)
allows these structure declarations to accumulate. We also need to replace each occurrence of the
string by an access to the appropriate structure field. Thus, in the nest, the rule replaces each matched
occurrence of C by an access to the val field of the corresponding fresh str variable.
As in the previous example, the first rule (lines 1-11) is applied once to each top-level term in the
program, and then the second rule is applied once to each top-level term in the transformed result
produced by the first rule. Thus, for example, each constant string involved in a string comparison
operation that is created by the first rule is replaced by reference-counted structure and appropriate
field accesses, by the second rule. It is also necessary to update the string references stored in
variables to refer to the structure field. This is done by a subsequent rule, that is not shown.
4.2. Preprocessing
To facilitate verification and code generation using Coccinelle, the compiler first reorganizes the
MTL code, to make some operations explicit and to add tags that indicate important points in the
code. This step mainly serves to avoid redundant processing in the subsequent verification and code
generation steps.
Incorporating information about protocols and message. The verification and code generation
steps require information from the protocol specification and message specification modules. To
make this information available, we have implemented a dedicated compiler that encodes the
contents of these files into structures in header files that exist only for the compilation process.
The use of a dedicated compiler in this case seems essential, since these modules are declarative,
and thus are not naturally expressed as C code. These modules serve as a critical reference for the
gateway programmer, and thus must be easily understandable.
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The dedicated compiler uses auxiliary information about the set of protocols involved in
the gateway to add includes of the generated header files to the top of the C-MTL code.
This phase also enhances the declarations of local variables using DECLARE_REQUEST or
DECLARE_RESPONSE, to distinguish between a received message, which has the type of the
corresponding message view, and a constructed message, which has template type.
Normalization of message construction code. In MTL, a message is constructed by invoking
a template on a set of keyword arguments that provide values for a subset of the fields of the
message template. The remaining fields can then be initialized by explicit assignments. Coccinelle
rules are used to normalize the message construction code, by removing any template arguments
and replacing the call to the template by a call to the message-creation operator new having the
template name as an argument. The original message arguments become assignments to the fields
of the allocated message. A local request or response variable is introduced to hold the message,
according to the role of the protocol, as indicated by the type of the template.
Making control-flow explicit. A send to a protocol that responds asynchronously does not
directly return a result, but instead aborts the execution of the handler until the response is available.
The implementation of such an asynchronous send must thus provide to the run-time system
information about what code should be executed at that time. For this, Coccinelle rules are used
to construct a form of continuation, represented as a label, which is passed to the call to send,
renamed send_async to indicate its specific semantics. The handler is then reorganized such
that it takes a label or NULL as a parameter, and if a label is provided, jumps to the corresponding
position in the handler.
Figure 6 shows extracts of the semantic patch for managing asynchronous sends. The rule
prot_info (lines 1-5) uses the header files generated from the protocol specification module to
identify the target protocols of the gateway for which sends are asynchronous. For each such
protocol, the rule async (lines 7-19) transforms a send (line 16) whose argument is a variable
declared to be a request for the given protocol (lines 13-14) into a call to send_async. Information
about the protocol is also provided to send_async as the first argument. Then, for each call to
send_async (line 24), an OCaml script (lines 25-30) creates a name for a new label, based on the
position of the call in the MTL code (lines 29-30). Finally, the rule insert_label adds the address
of this label as an argument to send_async and places this label after the call to send_async
(line 44), taking care to halt the handler first with a return statement (line 43). A tag SEND_CONT
is also inserted just after the label (line 45) to indicate that this is the entry point of a continuation that
comes after a send operation. Another tag that does not appear in the example is START_CONT
which indicates the entry point of the handler.
4.3. Verifications
As summarized in Section 2.1, the goal of the verification of the message translation module is to
ensure that this module is consistent with the protocol and message specification modules, and to
ensure that values are well-defined before they are used. These verifications rely on the information
in the header files that were included as part of the reorganization phase.
Consistency checks. As introduced in Section 2, template fields may be annotated as public
or private, and the MTL code is only allowed to access the public fields. The semantic patch
shown in Figure 7 detects attempts to initialize private fields. The first rule, ref (lines 1-5),†† matches
a structure field initialization, recording the name of the structure type in the metavariable T and the
name of the accessed field in the metavariable fld. The second rule, priv (lines 7-16), then matches
the structure type, included via a header file, checking for a declaration of fld, encoded as a function
type, in which the parameter types indicate the properties of the field. Specifically, the rule priv
†† Backslashes

are used in a disjunction that appears within a single line.
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@prot info@ identifier prot; @@
struct protocol info prot = {
.place = TARGET,
.sync = ASYNC,
};

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

@async exists@
declarer name DECLARE REQUEST;
identifier handler, prot info.prot, req;
fresh identifier pr=prot##"_protocol";
@@
handler(. . .) {<+. . .
DECLARE REQUEST(prot,
template,req);
. . . when any
− send(req)
+ send async(&pr,req)
. . .+>
}
@sasync@
position p;
@@
send async@p(. . .)

@script:ocaml async label@
p << sasync.p;
label;
@@
label := Printf.sprintf "cont_%d_%d"
(List.hd p).line (List.hd p).col
@insert label@
position sasync.p;
expression protocol,arg,env, res;
identifier async label.label, async.f;
@@
f(. . .) {
. . . when any
−res =
send async@p(protocol,arg,env
+ ,&&label
);
+ return NULL;
+ label:
+ SEND CONT();
+ res = get response();
. . . when any
}

Figure 6. Inserting labels for continuations

checks whether the type of the second “parameter” is private (line 13). This function type is not
used in the execution of the gateway; instead, it is used as a means to collect the various attributes of
each template field, as indicated in the corresponding message specification module. The types
of the other “parameters” of this function indicate whether the field is mandatory or optional
(mand_or_opt), and whether it is preinitialized with a default value (init_or_uninit). Finally, an
OCaml script (lines 18-24) prints an error message in the case where a match of the ref rule also
satisfies the priv rule.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

@ref@
type T; position pos; expression E;
idexpression T x; identifier fld;
@@
x@pos−>fld = E
@priv@
type ref.T, T1, mand or opt, init or uninit;
identifier ref.fld; typedef private;
@@
T { ...

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

T1 (*fld)(mand or opt, private, init or uninit);
...
};
@script:ocaml depends on priv@
x << ref.x; p << ref.pos; fld << ref.fld;
@@
let line = (List.hd p).line in
Printf.printf "error: %d : field %s
of %s is private\n" line x fld

Figure 7. Consistency check: A MTL specification should not update private fields of a message template

The main advantage of the semantic patch described above is that it only mentions the specific
kinds of code that are relevant to the property to be checked. This makes the verification
understandable for any programmer with basic knowledge on C programming and SmPL. Writing
consistency checks in this manner makes the language implementation understandable, which in
turn makes maintenance easier.
Dataflow analysis. Verifications performed by the z2z compiler also include dataflow analysis to
ensure the validity of the generated gateway code. For example, a gateway should not be allowed to
send network message packets with uninitialized fields. To verify this property, the compiler must
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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be able to reason in terms of paths in a control-flow graph. Coccinelle provides this capability via
the “. . . ” operator.
In the semantic patch of Figure 8, the rule public_fld collects all the public message fields
(line 7) associated with each template. Based on this information for a given template, the rule
sending then checks whether there exists (keyword exists, on line 11) a path in the controlflow graph from the call to new to a call to send that does not include either a re-initialization
of the variable holding the result of new or an initialization of one of the template’s public fields.
In this rule, “. . . ” (line 17) represents the sequence of operations between new and send, and the
when != operators describe terms that should not appear within this sequence (lines 17 and 18).
An OCaml script, that is not shown, is then used to print an error message.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

@public fld@
type T; t; identifier tm,fld;
typedef public,uninitialized;
@@
struct tm {
...
T (*fld)(t,public,uninitialized);
...
};

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

@sending exists@
position p0, p1;
expression E, x, y;
identifier public fld.tm, public fld.fld;
@@
x@p0 = new(tm);
. . . when != x = E
when != x.fld = E
send@p1(x);

Figure 8. Dataflow analysis: All public fields of a template must be initialized before the template is passed
to send

4.4. Code generation
In a traditional abstract-syntax tree based compiler, it is necessary to generate code for all of the
constructs of the language. In our approach, code generation is only needed for terms whose C
semantics is different from the semantics that is desired for the DSL construct. In the case of the z2z
DSL, the main issues that require code generation are the management of session variables, of local
variables that are live across asynchronous sends, of memory (as illustrated by the introduction of
reference count management in Section 4.1), and of the send operation.
Variables. To implement sessions, the values of session variables must be maintained across
invocations of the handlers. Session variables are represented in C-MTL as global variables, but they
cannot be implemented in this way, because a session variable is specific to each initiated session,
and not global to all invocations of the handlers. To reduce the scope of the session variables, we
reimplement them as fields of an environment structure. This structure is created when a session
is started, and is then passed by the run-time system to subsequent handler invocations that are
within the same session, as defined by the criteria specified in the protocol specification module of
the source protocol. Local variables that are live across a call to asynchronous sends also must
be maintained across successive calls to the same handler, as the responses for the sends become
available. The compiler introduces a similar environment structure in this case.
An additional transformation is needed in the case of session variables. Because the run-time
system is multi-threaded, multiple handlers within the same session can be invoked in parallel. Thus,
any handler that refers to a session variable should acquire a lock associated with the session before
using the session variables. If a lock is not held when needed, the result can be an inconsistent access
to the session variables, and if a lock is not released when it should be, the result can be deadlock.
Figure 9 shows an extract of the semantic patch that transforms handlers that process global
variables, identified using the rule needs_locks, to insert lock acquisitions after session_start
(lines 12-13) and at the beginning of all continuations that do not contain session_start
(lines 19-20), and adds lock releases before a session_end and at the end of continuations that
do not contain session_end (rules unlock1 and unlock2). These rules rely on the rule globals,
which is not shown, that collects the names of the session variables, storing each in the metavariable
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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@needs locks@
identifier globals.i, handler;
@@
handler(. . .) { <+. . . i . . .+> }
@locks depends on !bad session@
identifier needs locks.handler;
@@
handler (. . .) {
<. . .
(
session start();
+ lock();
|

\(START CONT\|SEND CONT\)();

...
session start();

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

@unlock1@
position bad return;
@@
+ unlock();
session end();
...
return@bad return . . .;
@unlock2@
position p != unlock1.bad return;
@@
lock();
. . . when strict
+ unlock();
return@p . . .;

|

\(START CONT\|SEND CONT\)();
+ lock();
)
. . .> }

Figure 9. Code generation: In continuations that start sessions, the lock is acquired after a session is started.

i, and a rule bad_session that is used to ensure that the transformations are only performed on
continuations where session_start and session_end are correctly used.

The send operation. In MTL, a send operation is expressed as a function call taking a template
as an argument and possibly returning a message view as a result. In Figure 6, we have seen part
of the implementation of an asynchronous send and its effect on the handler control flow. Here,
we focus on the process of constructing and sending the messages, and processing the result, for
synchronous sends.
Figure 10 shows the semantic patch that generates code for sending requests synchronously. This
semantic patch replaces the call to send by a series of more primitive operations. First, the private
fields of the template are initialized (template_sending_req, line 14), and then the resulting
template is flushed to a string (line 17) that can be sent on the network (line 19). Finally, the raw
data that is received as a response is parsed to fill a message view, res, (line 20) that can easily
be processed in the remainder of the program. Several of these operations, such as constructing the
view of the response and parsing the raw response data to fill this view, rely on functions specific to
the protocol associated with the sent message. Fresh identifiers (lines 3-10) are used to create names
to be used to store temporary values (lines 3-4) or to reference these protocol-specific operations
(lines 5-10).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

@@
identifier t, res, tmpl.templ;
fresh identifier i = "i";
fresh identifier r = "resp";
fresh identifier view new = "msg_"
## tmpl.proto ## "_view_new";
fresh identifier pr = tmpl.proto
## "_protocol";
fresh identifier parser = tmpl.proto
## "_parser";
@@

11 t = new(templ);
12 . . .
13 − res = send sync(t);
14 + template sending req(t);
15 + {
16 + size t i; char * t; char * r;
t = template flush(t, &i);
17 +
18 + res = view new();
r = resp send sync(&pr, t,i);
19 +
20 + parser(strlen( r), r,res);
21 + }

Figure 10. Code generation: The high-level synchronous-send primitive is translated into various actions
for sending messages, waiting for responses and parsing responses for future manipulations.
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Compiler code size (LOC)
C-MTL

1,850

MTL

6,196

529

code reorganization

403

verification

918

code generation

Table I. Code size, in lines of code (LOC), of the C-MTL and MTL compilers

5. EVALUATION
We compare our approach to our previous work in which we developed a traditional, abstract-syntax
tree based compiler from the z2z DSL to C using OCaml. We have used the z2z DSL to specify a
number of gateways: between SIP and RTSP, between SLP and UPnP, and between SMTP and
SMTP via HTTP. In each case, both compilers produce gateways that are equivalent in terms of
executable binary size and execution performance. Therefore, we focus our evaluation on the size
of the compiler and the compiler execution time. We also illustrate the process of correcting a bug
in the Coccinelle-based compiler.
Code size. The size of the compiler gives an idea of the difficulty that may confront a language
maintainer. Table I shows that our original MTL compiler contains over three times as many lines
of code as the Coccinelle-based one. Maintenance of the Coccinelle-based C-MTL compiler is also
eased by the fact that it is clearly separated into reorganization, verification and generation phases;
in the original MTL compiler, these issues are somewhat mixed, making it hard for a maintainer to
separately address issues in one part without introducing and needing to deal with side-effects in the
others. Finally, the fact that SmPL matching and transformation rules are syntactically close to the
original code and the generated code, eases the maintenance of the language implementation.
Table II shows in more detail the size of the different parts of the compiler that deal with specific
language features. For instance, for the send operation we consider the transformation rules involved
in the code tagging process for managing continuations, and in generating the appropriate code for
different protocol behaviors. In this case, the limited number of lines of code combined with the
simplicity of the transformations simplifies debugging.
Whereas the MTL compiler has to generate code for all of the constructs of the language, the
C-MTL compiler performs code generation only for terms whose C semantics is different from the
C-MTL semantics, which drastically reduces the size of the compiler. Indeed, C-MTL reuses many
language features of the C language, such as arithmetic operators, for free without requiring any
extra development effort.

Compilation time. To measure the compilation time, we use a Dell 2.40 GHZ Intel R CoreTM 2
Duo with 3.9 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu with Linux kernel 2.6.32. We use Coccinelle 1.0.0-rc1,
compiled using OCaml 3.11.2. We test both compilers on a gateway between the SLP and UPnP
service discovery protocols.
The original MTL compiler requires only 0.101 seconds to compile the SLP-UPnP gateway, while
the Coccinelle-based C-MTL compiler requires 4.192 seconds. Indeed, just the code generation for
the send operation, as described above, requires 0.212 seconds, which is more than the total time of
the original MTL compiler implemented in OCaml on this code. As opposed to the original MTL
compiler which is dedicated to that purpose, the C-MTL compiler relies on Coccinelle which is
a general-purpose program matching and transformation engine for C. Furthermore, to compile a
C-MTL specification, we launch Coccinelle successively for each semantic match, requiring the
C-MTL code to be read from disk and parsed at each step, whereas the MTL compiler parses
the code only once before carrying out, at once, all verification and generation steps. It should
be straightforward to modify Coccinelle to address this issue.
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Compiler feature

# SmPL rules

C-MTL compiler
code size (LOC)

Consistency checks

Message view fields – mandatory, public and read-only
Message template fields – mandatory, public, initialized

6
6

189

Dataflow analysis

Initialization of public fields – empty test prior to access
Initialization of message structures – before sending a template

4
5

108

Message construction

Convert message constructors
Fill message templates and fields

5
13

355

Support for TCP connections

Add TCP protocol support
Code for opening/closing TCP connections

7
2

110

Processing of session variables
Handling of continuations
Insertion of locks for session variables

6
6
17

Rewrite return statements
Rewrite TCP response handlers

10
7

388

Add parameters to handlers
Add headers for Runtime System primitives
Modify connection functions names
Straighten string comparisons (with strcmp)

9
6
6
1

173

Session management

Send operation
Miscelleanous transformations

160

Table II. C-MTL compiler code size for specific language features

Correcting a buggy compilation rule. In Figure 9 we showed how to add the use of locks to
protect accesses to session variables. Our first, incorrect, attempt at implementing this functionality
is shown in Figure 11. This semantic patch identifies handlers that reference global variables (rule
needs_locks), inserts lock acquisitions at the beginning of all continuations in such handlers (rule
buggy), and adds lock releases at the end of such continuations (rule unlock). After testing this
rule, we observed that the generated code is not correct as the lock should only be acquired after
the session is actually started. Once the problem was identified, it was easy to correct the SmPL
transformation rules by restricting the set of affected continuations, resulting in the rules shown
previously.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

@needs locks@
identifier cmtl handlers.handler;
identifier globals.i;
@@
handler(. . .) {
<+. . . i . . .+>
}
@buggy depends on needs locks@
identifier cmtl handlers.handler;
@@
handler(. . .) {
<. . .
(

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

START CONT ();
+ lock();
|

SEND CONT();
+ lock();
)
. . .>
}
@unlock@ @@
lock();
. . . when strict
+ unlock();
return@p . . .;

Figure 11. Code generation: Handlers that refer to the global environment need locks at the beginning of all
their continuations.

Improving the transformations when using Coccinelle, as highlighted above, comes down to
extending a rule or writing an additional rule for dealing with a special case. In the original
implementation of the MTL compiler, however, rewriting the generation of lock code requires
correlating portions of code in several files. Among these files are those that are relevant to the
implementation of the traversal of the language abstract-syntax tree, and the pretty printer of the
generated code. The tasks of revisiting these files when bugs are found can become tedious, over
the long term, even for those who implemented the compiler in the first place.
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6. RELATED WORK
A number of surveys have considered the advantages and disadvantages of various DSL
implementation strategies. Spinellis [22], Kosar [11] and Mernik [23] have categorized various
DSL design and implementation patterns and have compared the different approaches in terms
of implementation effort and end-user effort. For instance, Kosar et al. have ranked the internal
(embedded) implementation approach as the best in terms of development effort, by showing that
it requires less code. On the other hand, the source-to-source and compiler generator approaches
require less effort from the end-user, because the DSL syntax can typically be more closely tied
to the domain, which often reduces DSL program sizes. In our work, we are able to provide a
syntax that is tied to the domain, as network protocol developers are used to C programming, but
that follows the internal implementation approach. We present below other related work on DSL
development.
Internal DSLs. Internal DSLs, also often referred to as Domain-specific embedded languages
(DSELs), are increasingly common, driven by the introduction of DSL-development methodologies
based on General Purpose Languages (GPLs) such as Lisp, Ruby, Haskell or Scala that are well
adapted to serve as host languages [21, 24, 25]. Indeed, these GPLs provide a number of features
that are beneficial in DSEL implementation: support for higher-order functions, lazy evaluation,
strong typing with polymorphism, and overloading [23]. Baars et al. have also proposed a number
of embedded compilers for internal languages hosted in such languages [26, 27, 28]. they achieve
run-time compilation of the internal language [29, 30]. However, their work requires explicit
manipulation of the abstract syntax trees by the DSL developer, which can make debugging of
the DSL implementation tedious..
Recent meta-programming techniques, such as expression templates, have facilitated the hosting
of several DSLs in C++, including languages dedicated to scientific computing [10, 31]. Tratt has
recently described an approach of DSL implementation through embedding into the Converge‡‡
programming language [32]. In this case, the embedding is facilitated by a compile-time metaprogramming feature. Our approach instead leverages a system, Coccinelle, that is external to the C
host language. The Helvetia [33] workbench accommodates language embedding by providing an
infrastructure that defines extension points for leveraging the host language’s compiler and tools.
Similarly, Hofer et al. have advocated polymorphic embedding [34] of DSLs to reconcile the rapid
prototyping that can be achieved by simply borrowing the syntax and semantics of the host language
in pure embedding with the flexibility that can be attained by using external toolchains. We also aim
for this goal by leveraging the Coccinelle transformation engine as a tool chain for C-like programs.
The C language is a challenging target for DSL hosting. Existing approaches have typically relied
on the use of macros and domain-specific libraries [35]. With this strategy, any verification requiring
control or data flow information must rely on externally developed analyses, requiring substantial
development effort. We have avoided the need to develop such analyses from scratch by leveraging
an existing scriptable code matching and transformation tool.
Compiler-based DSLs. The design and implementation of compilers for domain-specific
languages is broadly discussed in the literature [6, 9, 22, 36]. Whether developers use standard
compiler/interpreter techniques to directly implement a DSL, or extend an existing GPL compiler,
the development is often at a high cost and produces an implementation that is tied to the language
or to a domain, complicating reuse. Despite these disadvantages, the compiler approach has gained
wide acceptance because it allows constructing a DSL whose syntax is as close as possible to the
notation used by domain experts, and because it may offer good error reporting [11]. In our work,
we have shown that a compiler toolkit based on Coccinelle is more flexible for DSL maintenance.

‡‡ http://convergepl.org/
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The Broadway compiler [37] allows developers to use code annotations to provide the compiler
with domain-specific knowledge, rather than hard coding the knowledge in the compiler. The
Broadway compiler, however, is more targeted towards optimizing uses of domain-specific libraries,
rather than towards DSLs.
Program transformation. Approaches to implementing DSL compilers based on syntactic
rewriting or transformation rules have been proposed in the literature. Systems such as
ASF+SDF [38], JTS [39], DMS [40] and Stratego [41, 42, 43] make it possible to design and
implement DSLs based on program transformation strategies. These systems often use specialized
metalanguages to describe the various aspects of the DSL. The main advantage of our approach lies
in the proximity between the language describing the transformation rules and the developed DSL,
and the developer effort required in learning the former. Stratego optionally allows developers to
express patterns on concrete terms using concrete syntax, but the connections between these terms
are expressed using a separate tree traversal language, creating a gap between the source program
and the Stratego specification that transforms it.
The Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) [44] is a source-to-source compiler which consists of
specified transformation rules for performing inlining, dead code elimination and other simple
optimizations. GHC, however, only addresses Haskell, rather than DSLs in which individual
constructs may have a richer, domain-specific semantics.
Modular compilation. In the nanopass framework [45], the implementation of a compiler is
structured into many passes, each performing very little work, to simplify development, testing
and debugging. This approach is very close to ours as it allows the implementation steps to reflect
the organization of the analysis, transformations and optimizations, facilitating understanding and
maintenance. Our approach goes further by allowing the implementation of each compiler pass to
be syntactically close to the generated code.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Developing a compiler for a domain-specific language is complex, requiring both expertise in
compiler construction techniques and domain knowledge. Most compilers are implemented in a
monolithic way where the organization of domain-specific analysis and transformations is mingled,
thus complicating maintenance. The structure of the compiler’s code is furthermore often distant
from the input and output programs, which can be a disadvantage during testing and debugging.
In this paper, we have demonstrated the suitability of specifying a DSL compiler and verifier using
control-flow sensitive concrete-syntax based matching rules. We embed domain-specific notations
in the C programming language and rely on Coccinelle, a program matching and transformation
tool, to carry out the specified verifications and transformations. In our source-to-source compiler
approach, a DSL program is incrementally processed by various transformation rules to produce the
final, safe and optimized, C program which is compilable using a standard C compiler.
We have reported a successful experience of compiler development for a network protocol
gateway DSL with the proposed approach, detailing its benefits over our previous compiler
implementation. These benefits mainly involve the simplification of debugging and maintenance
tasks, due to the use of transformation rules that are specific to the affected language constructs.
This feature makes the rules independent of the set of constructs used in the rest of the code,
potentially allowing some parts of a DSL program to be implemented as arbitrary C code. This
makes it possible to explore the spectrum between the expressiveness of a complete C solution and
the robustness of a complete DSL solution.
This work raises several potential research directions. Debugging is known to be difficult for
languages implemented by translation, because there is no obvious connection between the executed
code and the source code. One possibility is to introduce original source line information using
macros during the code reorganization phase, to improve error reporting. Another potential research
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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direction is to improve the performance of Coccinelle, in the case of the application of a series of
rules to a single code base, as required by our approach. Finally, we will investigate whether there
are other DSLs that can benefit from a Coccinelle-based compiler.
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